Scene one
In the morning we see the eldest brother sitting in his father's chair, imagining and dreaming. The youngest brother enters to see that his brother is sitting in their father's special chair. He warns him that this is wrong and is then joined by the middle brother, who agrees.

The eldest brother feels that he has committed a sin and begins to try to convince his brothers that he never sat on their father's chair.

The eldest brother begins to jokingly imitate their father.

Trying to move forward in their daily lives, the youngest brother suggests that their father may have left them a letter. The middle brother is trying to avoid the conversation and the brothers realise he has been hiding the letter.

The youngest brother reads the letter from their father, which says: "I'm going to the bank and I will be back soon."

Their imagination starts to work – both the eldest and middle brother think that their father will not return...

Scene two
The eldest brother takes an oath that he will be in charge of the house and his brothers whilst their father is away.

An argument breaks out between the eldest and middle brother about the issue of responsibility.

They stop fighting and reconcile, saying they will stick together as brothers. However, there is still tension.

Scene three
After the fight the eldest brother is trying to control the situation in his own way.

The middle brother comes with toys, using them to teach the youngest brother how to use a fake gun.

The conflict begins again between the two older brothers. The youngest brother is trying to leave the situation, but he cannot.

The scene ends with conflict between the brothers.
Scene Four
The scene begins with the middle brother thinking and dreaming about his life. What does he love? What does he hate? What is his future? What are the options?

The scene ends with the middle brother wishing to resist.

Scene Five
The brothers go back to playing, they laugh and dance, trying to avoid their problems.

They go back to waiting again, and the youngest brother starts to read a book. His brothers tease him and try to take the book from him.

The youngest brother explains the story of the Prophet Joseph to his brothers.

The middle brother again asks his elder brother why he has decided to take all the responsibility. Why can't he, the middle brother, be in charge?

Scene Six
They gather to eat and start talking about trade.

The eldest brother begins to ignore the middle brother, only talking with the youngest. This upsets the middle brother who stops eating.

The eldest brother continues talking with his youngest brother and starts a game, imagining that they are rich and have a lot of money.

The middle brother gets upset and destroys the dinner and the game.

The youngest brother gives the middle brother a book as a gift, but his brother rejects this.

The youngest brother decides to leave and look for their father.

His brothers start to scare him and make him afraid, creating more problems.

Scene Seven
The brothers appear on stage sitting on three chairs. They are complaining, they want to go out.

They hear a voice recording talking about getting out and going to a beautiful place, asking them: who is responsible?